Country

Organization Name

Brief description

Summary - 47 POs as of September 2022
1. Philippines - 12
2. Indonesia - 7
3. Malaysia - 3
4. China (mainland, Hongkong, Taiwan) - 12
5. Thailand - 1
6. South Korea - 3
7. Vietnam - 3
8. Cambodia - 3
9. Japan - 3
1. Cambodia
The NGO Forum on
The NGO Forum is composed of local and international
Cambodia
non-governmental organizations grounded in their
experience of humanitarian and development
assistance to Cambodia. The NGO Forum exists for
information sharing, debate and advocacy on priority
issues affecting Cambodia’s development. The NGO
Forum has an important role to highlight the impact of
the development process and economic, social and
political changes on Cambodia.
2. Cambodia
Centre d'Etude et de
CEDAC is a not-for-profit NGO specializing in
Développement Agricole
sustainable agriculture and rural development. The
Cambodgien / Cambodian
center was established in August 1997, with initial
Center for Study and
support from GRET, a French NGO. CEDAC has
Development in
developed into the leading national NGO providing
Agriculture (CEDAC)
support services to improve the life of small farmers
throughout Cambodia. As of 2015, CEDAC is active in
supporting around 160,000 families in more than 7,200
villages, 1,050 communes, 150 districts, and 22 of
Cambodia’s 24 provinces

Website
Social Media Page

www.ngoforum.org.kh
https://www.facebook.com/ngoforu
moncambodia

http://www.cedac.org.kh
https://www.facebook.com/cedac.o
rg

3. Cambodia

Culture and Environment
Preservation Association
(CEPA)

4. China

Pesticide Eco-Alternatives
Center (PEAC)

5. China

Global Village of Beijing

6. China

Nature
University/Shenzhen Zero
Waste (Toxics-Free Corps)

7. China

Green-Anhui
Environmental
Development Center

8. China

Wuhu Ecology Center

http://www.cepa-cambodia.org/
Culture and Environment Preservation Association
https://www.facebook.com/CEPA(CEPA) was founded in 1995 by four social and
426560707454784
environmental activists committed to preserving
natural resources. Realizing and believing that the
issues of natural resource management were first and
foremost the most important problems facing the
country and were in need of immediate and
permanent solution.
The organization focused its early work on training
young activists on nature resource management and
empowering forest and river dependent people on
resource management.
The Pesticide Eco-Alternatives Center (PEAC) is an NGO www.panchina.org
dedicated to reducing chemical pesticide hazards and
https://www.facebook.com/peac20
promoting sustainable development in China.
02/
Global Village of Beijing (GVB) is an environmental nonprofit non-governmental organization founded in 1996.
GVB¡¯s mission is to help China achieve sustainable
development by increasing public awareness and
strengthening public involvement.
Shenzhen Zero Waste fights against "invisible pollution" towww.toxicsfree.org.cn
eliminate the health impact of toxic chemicals on Chinese wechat: 环境健康这些事
people. Shenzhen Zero Waste envisions a toxics-free China
with no more victims of toxic chemical pollution.
Its mission is to promote sustainable development in C
hina. We foster public interests and activism in environ
mental protection through education, conservation an
d encouraging open dialogue among public, private, an
d government stakeholders and the media.
Work with other NGOs and the public to accelerate the
process of “Zero Waste” and to help realize sustainable
development of the paper industry in China.

9. China

Labour Action China

10. China

ACTURE (Registered name
is Xingche Environmental
Commonwealth
Development Center of
Wuhan)

11. China

Beijing Nature Fields

12. China
(Hongkong)

Greeners Action

13. Indonesia

NEXUS for Environment,
Health and Sustainable
Development (NEXUS3)
Foundation

Enhance the public’s environmental awareness in
South Anhui and encourage them to discover and
alleviate environmental problems nearby.
Labour Action China (LAC) is a labor rights nongovernmental organization based in Hong Kong. LAC is
engaged in doing research on working conditions and
labor relations of Chinese workers and supporting
grassroots organizing as well as campaigns for the
protection of labor rights in China.
ACTURE have always attached great importance to the
prevention and control of chemical pollution,
participated in the legal opinion proposal work of the
"Solid Waste Pollution Prevention and Control Law",
the "Soil Pollution Prevention and Control Law" and
the "Yangtze River Protection Law".

Works for a Pollution-free and Zero- carbon Future.
Chemicals in Products; Contaminated / Hot Spots;
Mercury; Pesticides (HHPs), and Alternatives; Policy /
Law; Toxic Plastics;
Greeners Action is a local registered charitable
environmental protection organization. Since its
establishment in 1993, it has been committed to
changing people's wasteful and disposable lifestyles,
cultivating people's environmental protection living
habits, and creating a sustainable Hong Kong.
Nexus Foundation for Environmental Health and
Development or Nexus3 Foundation (previously known
as BaliFokus Foundation) works to safeguard the
public, especially vulnerable populations, from the
impact of development on their health and the
environment. Nexus3 works towards a just, toxic-free,
and sustainable future.

Facebook page https://web.facebook.com/LabourA
ctionChina
http://www.lac.org.hk/

Weibo address:
https://weibo.com/xingchejingchu
WeChat official address:
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/mp/homepage?_
_biz=MzA3Mzk1NDg1Nw==&hid=1&sn=a6c1
e0a709e9bd9973ddc1d00b2e8fa3&scene=1
8&uin=&key=&devicetype=Windows+10+x6
4&version=6303052a&lang=zh_CN&ascene=
7&fontgear=2

Facebook https://web.facebook.com/greeners
action.org
http://www.greeners-action.org

Facebook https://web.facebook.com/ToxicsFr
ee2030
https://www.nexus3foundation.org/
https://www.instagram.com/nexus3
foundation/

14. Indonesia

Indonesian Consumers
Organization (YLKI)

15. Indonesia

Gita Pertiwi (PAN member)

16. Indonesia

Indonesian Centre for
Environmental Law (ICEL)

17. Indonesia

Indonesia Water
Community of Practice
(IndoWater CoP)

18. Indonesia

Yayasan Kepedulian Untuk
Anak (KAKAK Foundation )

19. Indonesia

Ecological Observation and
Wetlands Conservation
(ECOTON)

20. Japan

Japan Endocrine-disruptor
Preventive Action

Indonesian Consumers Organization’s presence is
currently aimed at increasing consumers’ critical
awareness of their rights and responsibilities in order
to be able to protect themselves, their families and the
environment
Gita Pertiwi is a non-governmental organization (NGO)
that focuses on environmental conservation and
community development activities.
ICEL is an independent non-governmental organization
for environmental law, engaged in advocacy and
community empowerment.
Supporting multi-stakeholders to improve performance
in river basin management through practicing
community participation at all stages of integrated
water resources management at river basin level
The Care for Children Foundation (KAKAK Foundation)
is a non-governmental organization (NGO) engaged in
the issue of protecting children from sexual violence
and sexual exploitation of children (ESA), children as
consumers and children in emergency situations.
Ecological Observation and Wetlands Conservation
(ECOTON) was established in year 2000 to promote
environmental justice for present and
future generations, especially in sustainable wetland
resource management
The greatest victims of toxic chemical pollution,
including dioxins and endocrine disruptors, are silent
wildlife and future generations of children.
On their behalf, JEPA was established in September
1998 as a national organization that specifically
proposes effective measures to avoid crises based on
the precautionary principle and aims to realize them.

FB page https://www.facebook.com/Indones
ianConsumersOrganization

https://web.facebook.com/yayasang
itapertiwi
https://www.instagram.com/yayasa
ngitapertiwi/
https://web.facebook.com/icel.or.id
http://www.icel.or.id/

www.yayasankakak.org
@yayasankakak
IG : kakakfoundation

http://ecoton.or.id/
https://web.facebook.com/ecotonID
https://www.instagram.com/ecoton
.id/

http://kokumin-kaigi.org/
https://web.facebook.com/jepa.kok
umin.kaigi?_rdc=1&_rdr

21. Japan

Toxic Watch Network -Did not answer survey

22. Japan

The Collaboration Center
for Minamata Disease
Victims (Minamata Disease
Victims’ Mutual Aid
Society)

23. Malaysia

World Alliance for
Breastfeeding Action
(WABA)

24. Malaysia

Consumers Association of
Penang (CAP)

A non-profit organization established in 2004. Our
mission is to phase out toxic chemicals in the world
from the local community to the global level. T-Watch
has been active in submitting regulatory proposals and
legislative drafts on toxic chemicals.
Minamata Disease Mutual Aid Society provided
assistance for the first lawsuit filed by the Minamata
disease victims in 1969. Since the supreme court ruling
in 2004, the Minamata Disease Victims' Mutual Aid
Society's office which was founded mainly by the
victims suffered from methylmercury in their fetal
stage, has been involved in research, physical
examination, and consultation for uncertified victims
and has offered support for the lawsuit for the second
generation in 2007. It also established an incorporated
NPO in 2007 to provide daily living support to more
than 10 congenital and infantile Minamata disease
patients who need to go to hospital, shopping,or to
offer rehabilitation services and communication
opportunities.

http://toxwatch.net/
https://web.facebook.com/toxwatch
/

The World Alliance for Breastfeeding Action (WABA) is
a global network of individuals and organisations
concerned with the protection, promotion and support
of breastfeeding worldwide. WABA action is based on
the Innocenti Declaration, the Ten Links for Nurturing
the Future and the Global Strategy for Infant & Young
Child Feeding.
Consumers Association of Penang is a unique
organization that focuses on sustainable and ethical
consumption and challenges the current
aggressive advertising industry that is unfettered and
shapes people's consumption to lifestyles and behavior
that is unsustainable, unethical and inequitable.

https://www.facebook.com/wabase
cr
https://waba.org.my/

https://consumer.org.my/
https://web.facebook.com/Consum
erAssociationPenang

25. Malaysia

Sahabat Alam Malaysia
(SAM)

26. Philippines

Greenpeace Southeast
Asia

27. Philippines

Philippine Breast Cancer
Network

28. Philippines

Global Alliance for
Incinerator Alternatives
(GAIA)

29. Philippines

Pesticide Action Network
Philippines

30. Philippines

METSA Foundation

Sahabat Alam Malaysia/Friends of the Earth Malaysia is
a non-profit national environmental justice
organisation established in 1977. SAM's vision is to
create a peaceful & sustainable world based on
societies living in harmony with the environment.
Greenpeace has a mission for a green and peaceful
world. Greenpeace uses non-violent creative action to
pave the way towards a greener, more peaceful world,
and to confront the systems that threaten our
environment.
Established in 28 August 1997 by the late Rosa FranciaMeneses, the Philippine Breast Cancer Network is the
country's leading not-for-profit volunteer service
network focused on identifying the environmental
causes of breast cancer for the prevention, early
intervention and ultimate eradication of the
disease. The PBCN carries the voices of people
affected by breast cancer to inspire and compel the
changes necessary to end the breast cancer epidemic.
GAIA is a worldwide alliance of more than 800
grassroots groups, non-governmental organizations,
and individuals in over 90 countries whose
ultimate vision is a just, toxic-free world without
incineration.
Pesticide Action Network-Philippines (PANPHIL),
formally registered as a non-profit and non-stock NGO
in 1996. With the support of PAN Asia-Pacific and other
international organizations, it has conducted
community monitoring of pesticide use in the
Philippines since 1993 with emphasis on exposure of
women and children.
METSA FOUNDATION, INC. is a Davao City based NGO
with flagship program on sustainable agriculture,
envisions a just and humane society which is

https://web.facebook.com/Friendso
ftheEarthMalaysia
https://foe-malaysia.org/

https://www.greenpeace.org/philip
pines/
https://web.facebook.com/greenpe
aceph
https://web.facebook.com/profile.p
hp?id=100063723914025
http://www.pbcn.org/index.html

https://web.facebook.com/GAIAAsia
Pacific
https://www.no-burn.org/

https://www.facebook.com/panphili
ppines

31. Philippines

Associated Labor UnionsTrade Union Congress of
the Philippines (ALU-TUCP)

32. Philippines

Mother Earth Foundation

33. Philippines

Ecological Waste Coalition
of the Philippines
(EcoWaste Coalition)

34. Philippines

Ban Toxics!

35. Philippines

Advocates of Science and
Technology for the People
(AGHAM)

compassionate to people who believe in the dignity of
one’s potential.
Founded by dock workers in 1954, the Associated
Labor Unions (ALU) had since been the country’s
pioneer in championing the ideals of free trade
unionism. Along with its local union members,
industry, national and international affiliates,
social partners here and abroad ,
ALU has been a steadfast advocate of the plight of
workers in various industries and sectors.
As a pioneering Union in the Philippines, we work
toward ensuring that the rights, interests and welfare
of regular and non-regular workers and their families
are protected.
Mother Earth Foundation (MEF) is a non-stock, nonprofit NGO actively engaged in addressing waste and
toxic pollution, climate change, and other issues.
The EcoWaste Coalition is a national network of more
than 150 public interest groups pursuing sustainable
and just solutions to waste, climate change and
chemical issues.
BAN Toxics! is an independent non-government
environmental organization that works for the
advancement of environmental justice, health, and
sustainable development in the area of chemicals and
wastes, with a special focus on women, children, and
other marginalized sectors.
AGHAM-Advocates of Science and Technology for the
People is an organization of patriotic, pro-people
scientists, engineers and S&T advocates, bonded
together by a common goal of promoting science and
technology that genuinely serve the interest of the
Filipino people.

https://alu.org.ph

https://www.facebook.com/mother
earth.ph
https://www.facebook.com/EWCoal
ition

http://bantoxics.org/
https://www.facebook.com/bantoxi
cs

https://aghamsftp.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/agham.
org

36. Philippines

International Association
of Oral Medicine and
Toxicology Philippines

37. Philippines

Interfacing Development
Interventions for
Sustainability (IDIS)

38. South Korea

Wonjin Institute for
Occupational and
Environmental Health
(WIOEH)

39. South Korea

Supporters of Health and
Rights of People in
Semiconductor Industry
(SHARPS)

40. South Korea

Action for Carcinogen-free
Korea

The fundamental mission of the International Academy
of Oral Medicine and Toxicology is to promote the
health of the public at large.
Essentially, the Academy shall continually examine and
compile scientific research relating to the
biocompatibility of oral/dental materials. This agenda
should ensure a more informed use of these materials
in clinical practice.
A non-profit environmental advocacy organization
lobbying for the protection and sustainable
management of watersheds in South Central
Mindanao.
WIOEH was established in 1999 with the compensation
money secured from strikes of Wonjin carbon disulfide
poisoning victims (about 1,000 victims up to now).
WIOEH is the affiliated research institute of the
foundation which was established by the victims.
Members of WIOEH have been participating in diverse
studies searching for the causes and solutions
encountered in issues at occupational or
environmental area.
SHARPS – Supporters for Health and Right of People in
Semiconductor Industry. SHARPS is an independent
public interest NGO in South Korea. It has been
working for workers' rights in the electronic industry
mainly focusing on the right to health since 2007.
Action for Carcinogen-free Korea serves as the
secretariat of more than twenty (20) civic groups
including labor unions, local environmental
organizations, and research experts in South Korea.
The network is conducting studies on harmful
substances in children and consumer products,
proposing safe alternatives and monitoring harmful

https://www.facebook.com/lillian.la
saten.ebuen

https://www.facebook.com/idis.dav
ao
https://idisphil.org/
http://www.wioeh.org/default/

https://www.facebook.com/sharpsgl
ory

http://nocancer.kr/
https://web.facebook.com/nocancer
.kr/

chemicals in order to create a safe society for workers,
consumers, children and adults, women, and men.
41. China (Taiwan)

42. China (Taiwan)

Environmental Quality
Protection Foundation
(Taiwan)
Taiwan Watch Institute

43. China (Taiwan)

Wild at Heart Legal
Defense Association

44. Thailand

Ecological Alert and
Recovery Thailand (EARTH)

45. Vietnam

People and Nature
Reconciliation (PanNature)

EQPF was established in 1984 as the first in Taiwan to
care for a comprehensive environmental policy, with
the purpose of improving environmental quality.
TWI is a non-profit social organization, with the goal of
sustainable Taiwan, concerned about various
environmental issues, and invites all walks of life to
protect Taiwan, leave a pure land for future
generations, and practice a more friendly way of life.
"Wild at Heart Legal Defense Association" is an
organization founded by Robin Winkler (in Taiwan
since 1977, gave up US nationality as required by
Taiwan law to become a naturalized Taiwanese in
2003). Wild is a platform for social, economic and
political (resource utilization) change through
promotion of the ideas of deep ecology by means of
litigation, dialog, conventional and unconventional
educational activities.
Ecological Alert and Recovery - Thailand (EARTH) is an
independent non-governmental organization striving
for social and environmental sustainability and justice
in Thai society. EARTH serves as a watchdog
monitoring the Thai government’s industrialization
policy, industrial pollution and unsustainable
consumption patterns. EARTH focuses on the impacts
of hazardous substances on ecosystems, local
communities and workers’ health.
A Vietnamese non-profit working in the field of nature
conservation and environmental protection since 2006.
Established by a diverse group of dedicated
Vietnamese environmental professionals, PanNature

https://www.facebook.com/EQPF30
plus
http://www.eqpf.org/
https://www.taiwanwatch.org.tw/
https://www.facebook.com/twwatc
h

http://www.wildatheart.org.tw/
https://www.facebook.com/wildath
eart.org

https://www.facebook.com/EarthEc
oAlertEn
https://www.earththailand.org/en/

https://www.facebook.com/PanNat
ure
https://www.nature.org.vn/

thinks creatively about solving the most salient
environmental issues facing Vietnam
46. Vietnam

47. Vietnam

Research Centre for
Gender, Family and
Environment in
Development (CGFED)
An Giang University
Institute on Climate
Change (formerly known
as Research Center for
Rural Development)

CGFED is a non-governmental, Non-profit organization
in Vietnam working in the field of Social Sciences,
focusing on Gender, Family and Environment in
Development
The Institute of Climate Change is a public nonbusiness unit under An Giang University. The Institute
is the place to organize the research, application and
transfer of scientific and technical advances in the
fields of rural development, environment, climate
change to serve the socio-economic development
goals of the country. An Giang province and Mekong
Delta region.

https://www.facebook.com/CGFED
http://cgfed.org.vn/

https://rcrd.agu.edu.vn/

